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Preface
This report was commissioned by Atkins Limited, Consulting Engineers, as part of a 
planning application to redevelop an existing quarry site at Sheepheads (grid 32917 
38022).  Part of this proposed development entails widening part of the Boghill Road to 
improve access to the quarry. This will entail the upgrading of an existing bridge and 
culvert, both are which the focus of this report. Both structures were surveyed by the 
author on 8 August 2012. 
Part 1 deals with Black’s Bridge, near the east end of the road. The first section 
presents an overview of the bridge’s history, and is followed by a detailed description 
and evaluation of its heritage significance. The impact of the proposed development is 
then gauged and measures set out which will mitigate, to some degree, any negative 
impacts.  
Part 2 focuses on a culvert a short distance west of the above bridge and follows a 
similar format.
I should like to thank Mr Paddy McEntee of Messrs Atkins for his assistance in the 
preparation of this report.

Fred Hamond, BA, PhD
Industrial Archaeologist
75 Locksley Pk.
Belfast BT10 0AS

20 August 2012 



Summary

1. The bridge and culvert under review lie on the Boghill Road, a minor road 
connecting Hydepark Road and Flush Road at Mallusk. They carry the road over the 
Flush River and a tributary thereof respectively.

2. Both are of later 18th or earlier 19th century date and appear on all editions of the 
Ordnance Survey maps from 1834 onwards. They were probably built by the County 
Antrim Grand Jury under the Presentment system. 

3. Black’s Bridge is a skewed single-arch basalt rubble structure. It has a segmental 
arch of 2900mm orthogonal span, is 6885mm long on the skew, and has a span-to-
rise ratio of 2.90 to 1.

4. The culvert lies 145m west of Black’s Bridge and is a highly skewed structure, also 
of basalt rubble. It has an orthogonal span of 1830mm, length of 7450mm on the 
skew, and span-to-rise ratio of 2.65 to 1.

5. Black’s Bridge is of local industrial heritage merit, primarily on account of its age, but 
the culvert is of no special merit. They are both typical examples of countless such 
structures erected during the 18th and 19th centuries in Co Antrim and beyond.

6. It is proposed to demolish and replace both structures as part of the upgrading of the 
road to facilitate redevelopment of the existing quarry site. Their removal will 
obviously have a negative impact on them. 

7. This report, which includes detailed descriptions, photographs and measured 
drawings of both structures, is submitted by way of mitigation and will be lodged in 
the N. Ireland Environment Agency’s Monuments & Buildings Record. 
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PART 1: BLACK’S BRIDGE

1.1 Introduction 
Black’s Bridge is located on Boghill Road, a minor road which connects Hydepark Rd
with Flush Rd (grid 329477 381299; fig.1). It carries the road over the Flush River at the 
meeting of three townlands - Grange of Mallusk, Ballyutoagh and Ballywonard.

1.2 History
A bridge is shown at this location on the first edition Ordnance Survey six-inch map of 
1834.1 It is likewise shown on all subsequent six- and 25-inch maps, but is now 
captioned ‘Blacks Bridge’.2

Whilst it is not impossible that it is a mid-19th century replacement of an earlier bridge, it 
is more likely to be the original bridge along this road and probably dates from the early 
1800s, if not the later 1700s.

1.3 Description
This skew arch bridge is of masonry construction throughout. Its abutments are of 
roughly-faced basalt rubble blocks, laid randomly. All the quoins are without 
embellishment save for the upstream right-bank one (at SE) which has a tooled edge.
The arch is of segmental profile with finely dressed voussoirs (760mm deep and 
possibly sandstone); whether its soffit is of random or squared rubble masonry (ashlar 

1 1833 OS 1:10,560 map, Co Antrim sheet 56 (Public Record Office N. Ireland, OS/6/1/56/1).
2 1857 OS 1:10,5060 map (OS/6/1/56/2), 1894 1:2500 map Co Antrim sheet 56-07 (OS/10/1/56/7/1), 
1901 1:2500 map  (OS/10/1/56/7/2), 1921 1:2500 map  (OS/10/1/56/7/3), 1937 1:2500 map  (OS/10/1/56/ 
7/4), and 1961 1:2500 map Irish Grid sheet 113-15 (OS/11/113/15/1). 

Black’s Bridge

Culvert

Fig.1 Location of structures under review.
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or brick are highly unlikely) is impossible to tell as it has been strengthened with a 
75mm thick layer of shotcrete (sprayed concrete). 
The spandrels and parapets are of quarried random basalt and continue along the 
approaches to the bridge; they are now heavily pointed with cement-rich mortar. The top 
of the downstream (NW) parapet is pitched with sand/cement. However, the original 
masonry copings survive on the approach wall, although its NW end has collapsed due 
to a vehicle’s impact. The upstream (SE) parapet is coped with concrete and finished in 
a curved profile. Its E end curves outwards slightly. This face is largely obscured by a 
tree growing out of the left bank.
The deck is flat in profile but slightly curved in plan to follow the line of the road. 
The right bank is faced with shuttered concrete for a short distance upstream from the 
bridge. The opposite bank is faced with random rubble. The bed of the river hereabouts 
has been paved with stones to minimise undercutting of the abutments. Despite this, the 
right abutment shows evidence of settling, probably due to scouring. 
.A 100mm diameter lagged cast-metal pipe is carried across the bridge’s downstream 
face at arch crown level. It is supported on concrete piers on both banks, but makes no 
contact with the face of the bridge. There is a similar 255mm dia pipe across the 
upstream face as well. 
The bridges’ statistics are as follows:

Skew angle 20 degrees

Depth (between faces) 6470 mm

Depth (on skew) 6885 mm

Parapet thickness (average) 460 mm

Abutment height (average) 1120 mm

Arch span (orthogonal) 2900 mm

Arch span (on skew) 3100 mm

Arch falsework diameter (estimated) 3050 mm

Arch rise 1000 mm

Arch span-to-rise ratio 2.90 : 1

1.4 Heritage evaluation
Although this bridge is included in the NIEA’s Industrial Heritage Record (part of the
Monuments & Buildings Record) as IHR 7300, it is neither Scheduled nor Listed as 
being of special architectural or historical significance. 
The bridge’s lack of embellishment and relatively small scale make it of no particular 
architectural merit. Moreover, it is one of hundreds of such bridges built throughout the 
county by the Co Antrim Grand Jury under the Presentment scheme during the 18th and 
19th centuries. 
Nevertheless, it is of some local heritage interest as an example of a utilitarian bridge of 
later 18th or earlier 19th century date. 
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1.5 Development proposal and impact
It is proposed to demolish this bridge and replace it with a reinforced-concrete flexi-arch. 
The replacement will fulfil the same function as before, but will obviously not be of any 
heritage interest. Overall, the impact of the proposed development will therefore be 
negative. However, this will be at a local, rather than regional or national scale.

1.6 Mitigation
In order to mitigate the impact of the proposed development, Black’s Bridge has been 
comprehensively surveyed both photographically and by way of a measured survey, the 
results of which are presented in appendices 1.1 (photos) and 1.2 (drawing). 
A copy of this report will be deposited in the NIEA Monuments & Buildings Record and 
thus be available to the public as a record of the bridge for posterity. 
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PART 2: CULVERT

2.1 Introduction 
This culvert lies on the same road, 145m west of Black’s Bridge (grid 329339 381253; 
fig.1) and carries a small tributary of the Flush River under the minor road. It straddles 
Ballyutoagh and Grange of Mallusk townlands. 

2.2 History
A culvert is shown on all OS maps from the first edition of 1834 up to the present.3 Like 
Black’s Bridge, it probably dates from the later 1700s or early 1800s.

2.3 Description
This skewed arch culvert is of masonry construction throughout. Its abutments are of 
random rubble basalt rubble with plain quoins. The arch is of segmental profile, with 
dressed stone voussoirs. Its soffit is of random rubble, from which the lime mortar has 
been washed out in places, and has been patched with sand/cement. 
The downstream spandrels and parapet have been replaced with shuttered concrete 
coped with sand/cement, but the original rubble masonry stonework continues on the 
approach wall at west. The rubble basalt spandrels and parapet survive on the 
upstream side, albeit now obscured by a tree growing from the left bank. This parapet is 
coped with irregular quarried stones.
.A 100mm diameter cast-metal pipe wrapped in plastic sheeting is carried across the 
bridge’s downstream face above the arch crown. It rests on concrete piers on both 
banks, but makes no contact with the face of the bridge. There is also a lagged 255mm 
dia pipe across the upstream face as well. 
The bridges’ statistics are as follows:

Skew angle 38 degrees

Depth (between faces) 5900 mm

Depth (on skew) 7450 mm

Parapet thickness (average) 460 mm

Abutment height (average) 515 mm upstream
635 mm downstream

Arch span (orthogonal) 1830 mm

Arch span (on skew) 2295 mm

Arch falsework diameter (estimated) 2000 mm

Arch rise (average) 690 mm

Arch span-to-rise ratio 2.65 : 1 

2.4 Heritage evaluation
This culvert is not recorded in the NIEA’s Industrial Heritage Record, nor is it Scheduled 
or Listed. It is of no particular architectural or historical merit at a local, regional or 
national scale.

3 As references 1 and 2.  
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2.5 Development proposal and impact
It is proposed to replace this masonry culvert with a reinforced-concrete flexi-arch. The 
impact of the proposed development upon the culvert will therefore be negative, but in 
terms of the area’s significant built heritage, it will be minimal. 

2.6 Mitigation
In order to mitigate the impact of the proposed development, the culvert has been 
comprehensively surveyed both photographically and by way of a measured survey, the 
results of which are presented in appendices 2.1 (photos) and 2.2 (drawing). 
A copy of this report will be deposited in the NIEA Monuments & Buildings Record and 
thus be available to the public as a record of the culvert for posterity. 
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Appendix 1.1

Photographs of Black’s Bridge

8 August 2012 
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1. Bridge from NW. 2. Downstream (NW) face, from NW.

3. Downstream face, from NE. 4. Looking upstream inside arch.

5. Right bank (E) abutment, from downstream. 6. Downstream right-bank quoin (NE).

7. Left bank (W) abutment, from downstream. 8. Downstream right-bank quoin (NW).
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9. Arch voussoir on downstream face. 10. Voussoir detail on downstream face.

11. Downstream parapet, from W. 12. Collapsed W end of parapet, from W.

13. Collapsed W end of parapet, from NW. 14. Upstream (SE) face.

15. Left bank (W) abutment, from upstream. 16. Upstream left-bank quoin (SW).
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17. Right bank (E) abutment, from upstream. 18. Upstream right-bank quoin (SE).

19. Arch voussoir detail on upstream face. 20. Looking upstream (SE) from bridge. 

21. Concrete facing on upstream right bank. 22. Pitching on bed of river.

23. Looking downstream (NW) from bridge. 24. Pipe across downstream face.
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25. Looking W across deck.

26. Looking E across deck.
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Appendix 1.2

Measured drawings of Black’s Bridge

8 August 2012 
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Downstream

Upstream
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Black’s Bridge, Boghill Rd, Mallusk, Co Antrim: Plan
Surveyed 8 Aug 2012 F.W. Hamond Drawing 1/2
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Down parapet top

Up parapet top

Road level

0                1         2              3        4 m

Black’s Bridge, Boghill Rd, Mallusk, Co Antrim:
Downstream elevation

Surveyed 8 Aug 2012 F.W. Hamond Drawing 2/2
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Appendix 2.1

Photographs of culvert

8 August 2012 
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1. Culvert from N. 2, Downstream (N) face, from NW.

3. Downstream face, from NE. 4. Downstream right-bank quoin (NE).

5. Downstream left-bank quoin (NW). 6. Downstream arch voussoir.

7. Looking upstream inside arch. 8. Arch soffit detail.
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9. Upstream (S) face. 10. Left bank (W) abutment and SW quoin.

11. Upstream right-bank quoin (SE). 12. Arch voussoir on upstream face.

13. Upstream parapet detail at E end. 14. Looking upstream (S) from culvert. 

15. Downstream parapet from E. 16. Downstream parapet from W.
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17. Looking downstream (N) from culvert. 18. Pipe across downstream face, from NE.

19. Pipe across downstream face, from W. 20. Looking W across deck. 

21. Looking W across deck. 
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Appendix 2.2

Measured drawings of culvert

8 August 2012 
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Downstream
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Culvert, Boghill Rd, Mallusk, Co Antrim: Plan
Surveyed 8 Aug 2012 F.W. Hamond Drawing 1/2
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0                1         2              3        4 m

Down parapet top

Up parapet top

Road level

Culvert, Boghill Rd, Mallusk, Co Antrim:
Downstream elevation

Surveyed 8 Aug 2012 F.W. Hamond Drawing 2/2






